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Good Bye Cassini. Hello Saturn Meteorites
Martin Horejsi

Back in 2004 I wrote a column for The Meteorite Times about my journey with Saturn and Cassini. By the
time you read this the Cassini spacecraft will have said goodbye to us on earth and plunged into Saturn’s
icy atmosphere, all 22 feet and 12,500 pounds of her (well, actually only 4,685 pounds since she lost some
weight during her 20 year mission). And as the telemetry flatlines and the cold atmospheric sheet pulled
over her cameras, Cassini will forever be remembered as one of the greatest robotic space missions…
ever.

In the cleanroom at JPL with the Cassini
mockup spacecraft. A much younger me on
the right.
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The $3.9 billion mission took 635 gigabytes of science data during its 294 Saturn orbits and 162 moon
flybys. But what does all this have to do with meteorites, you ask? It turns out that Cassini photographed
meteors flying into Saturn’s rings making Saturn one of the very few places in the solar system where such
a phenomenon has been witnessed.
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The photo below shows some of the images captured between 2009 and 2012 that “show clouds of
material ejected from impacts of small objects into the rings.” Can you find the collisions? Follow this link to
an annotated version of these images.

So as Cassini goes to sleep under the blankets of Saturn, I bid it a fond farewell, and a gracious thank you.
For without Cassini, the chapter on Saturn in astronomy books today would likely still look like the one I
read back in the 1980s. A chapter based on science gleaned from a spacecraft launched the 1970s.
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A photo of Saturn taken by the Voyager spacecraft in 1980.

 

Godspeed Cassini. And may the force be with you.

Until next time….
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Impact Breccias Another Visit
James Tobin

Years ago I collected many more things. As a child, I collected stamps and coins. As an adult, I have
collected tektites, antique balance scales, civil war artifacts, fossils, meteorites and more. I have reduced
my collecting in the last couple decades to very slowly adding some additional meteorites only.

I have stopped buying anymore impact breccias or shattercones from craters around the world. I saw those
rocks as an extension of meteorites and for a while was buying quite a few of them. Just because I can not
resist sharing this image here is a shattercone from the Sierra Madera crater in Texas, USA.

I have not written anything about impact breccias since December 2012. So in this issue that is where we
are going again. This time with a bit more photography. Most of the rocks are just chunks of material I have
never cut. Some are precious favored slices collected by friends. So I took some of the chinks to the lab
and cut and polished them, and a few I thin sectioned. I had no idea what I would see in the thin sections.
Now I wish that I knew a great deal more about mineral identification in polarized light. I am learning along
with my readers this issue.

As I went through some of the information online about these rocks, I saw the same exact slice being called
different types of impact breccia so it must be difficult even for the experts to settle on what some should be
called. I may get some of this wrong it is quite confusing, and I am making a few guesses based on what I
observe in my chunks of rock.

When looking at images of breccias online, I thought I recognized locations just at a glance. It is surprising
how many times I was fooled by a slice of rock that was not from where I thought. I am going to approach
the topic by just discussing two rock types, breccias, and chunks that are completed melted glass. There
are three types of breccias, and many contain some glass and melt. But, a completely melted material
nearly devoid of any remaining mineral grains is found at many craters. It is clear that the rock types mix,
blend, transition and even flow in a large impact event. That small particle of crushed rock would fall from
the impact plume, and land in still liquid pools of melt is easy to visualize. What characteristics a particular
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chunk of rock has is often dependent upon where in the crater it is dug out and of course how much of the
crater has eroded away.

The first of the breccias is the Monomict Impact Breccia. As the name is similar to that for meteorites, it
indicates a single parent target rock is forming the clasts found in the impact breccia. Impacts being random
hit all types of target rocks. Impact breccias can be made of any rock that has been crushed and mixed into
a new rock. The next image is an endpiece of a granitic boulder from the Lappajärvi crater in Finland. As
can be seen, it is all clasts of the same white and black granitic rock. Some clasts have almost gneiss or
schist appearance. While other clasts are nearly normal granite or only deformed a little, just beginning to
show an orientation of the minerals into layer like appearance. It is impossible for me to know if the clasts
were already metamorphosed before being shattered and mixed to form this boulder. Since all the bits have
gone through the impact, they undoubtedly show shock now, even if it did not change them much in gross
appearance. If you look closely you can see the thin lines of melt that now hold all the clasts together. As a
single specimen, it is monomictic. It is all black and white granitic rocks that are commonly found near each
other in batholithic formations. This is not to say that another boulder found just next to the one I have might
not be made of several different parent rocks and polymict in appearance. Especially since the Lappajärvi
crater was formed by an impact into mixed target rocks.

I have spent considerable time hiking around the Alamo Structure in Nevada, and many of the pieces
collected from there are monomictic in appearance. They have only the gray clasts. But it too formed by an
impactor hitting a variety of target rocks. Even the image shown below has colored clasts in addition to the
light and dark gray dolomite. At the Hancock Summit location, much of the deposit is monomict in outward
appearance, but an expert would likely never say it was monomictic. I just do not have good samples of
monomict impact breccias to show that type.
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Since that is the best I can do as far as samples of monomict impact breccias we have to soon move on to
another type. But first this little side journey. One of the lesser discussed types of impact formations is the
dike breccia. It was just for fun that I crossed over to another hill at an Alamo breccia outcropping. There I
found a large dike of white crystalline rock mixed loosely with angular chunks of the gray rock found in the
regular Alamo breccia. The layers of the Alamo deposit had been exposed so that I could stand on top of
the thick breccia layer rather than stand before a cliff face of it. Running across the ground at my feet was
the white band about a foot or more wide, traveling almost perfectly straight for many feet until it
disappeared at the foot of the mountain slope behind me. I was able to recover some pieces that were
detached from the dike, and they are now favorite finds for me. Pictured below is a cut down piece.
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Again as with meteorites the next type of breccia from impact cratering events is the Polymict type where
clasts of more than one target rock have been mixed. These clasts are in a matrix of glass or melted rock. I
make that distinction because the melt is not always glass. The name Suevite has been applied to many of
these polymictic breccias. It originally was used for the rock found at Ries Crater in Germany but has
become the generic name for impact breccias that contain bits of glass. However, many of the impact
breccias do not have much or any visible glass. Instead, the melt is opaque material made from minerals
containing less silica content. The following images are of slices of impact breccia out of a deposit near
Chassenon, France; part of the 23-kilometer Rochechouart Crater. There are clasts of many different rocks
in this material. There are also pockets where the melt shows swirls and flowing. The material shows vugs
both tiny and large. But the well-fused bits of true glass are not seen as in the gray Reis suevite in the
image further down.
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There are a few clasts of a nice size in the Chassenon samples. The surrounding rock is almost entirely
melted. The lithification process for these breccias is based on tremendous heat, not methods such as
cementation, evaporation or hydrothermal processes as might be the case in other terrestrial rocks.
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The Ries Crater is 24 kilometers across and contains the city of Nördlingen. The suevite was used for
building material since early times. But, the gray colored suevite with the chunks of black glass is not the
only type impact breccia found in the area. Somewhat rarer is a red variety of impact melt breccia. Both of
my large pieces of red suevite from Ries also have black glass. They have much less of the glass than
what is seen in my similar sized chunks of the gray suevite. The red suevite is also denser, not pumiceous
at all as the gray is. The red is still almost completely melted rock which has surrounded the scarce clasts
of broken target rock. The red suevite is quite a solid rock.
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The gray suevite from Ries, in contrast, is very friable, brittle and porous rock. It is not very strong material.
Embedded in the matrix of mostly frothy glass and melt are chunks of black glass that are sometimes lens
and blob shaped with stretched out internal bubbles visible when the black glass is broken. This, of course,
sends my mind straight to irgizites and glass impactites from many other craters. These at Ries are
incorporated in the vast deposits of suevite and not deposited on the surface surrounding the crater.

During thin section production, great care had to be used not to grind away too much of the gray suevite
rock. The production of the thin sections proved to be very challenging. Unlike the dozens of meteorite thin
sections I have made in the last twenty years the porous nature of the suevites and the opaque nature of
the melt rock made getting it thin to 30 microns a tough proposition. I did not enjoy making these thin
sections as I usually do. This first batch was too much of a learning process. I was surprised by the
opaqueness of the melt that refused to ever become transparent even near correct thinness.

But I was able to find some interesting features in the microscope work. Highly shocked mineral grains will
sometimes show changes in the manner they become dark when rotated between polarizing filters. Normal
crystal grains will simply go dark entirely in an instant at the angle where extinction occurs. But shocked
grains will show other forms of extinction instead. I apologize for the poor quality of the video and the
accompanying high magnification photos in this section of the article. I am pushing my microscope beyond
where it is supposed to perform to do these images. The main issue is there are just not many mineral
grains in most of the thin sections. They are almost exclusively made of rock melt and glass. The few
clumps and isolated mineral grains are small or individual and I have had to magnify them quite a bit.
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There was one nice mineral clast in one of the Rochechouart thin sections. It is shown above. Nothing else
this large was in any of the other thin sections. I might have to cut up a significant amount of my material to
find a few large clasts, and that is not something I am currently interested in doing.

Undulatory Extinction is one of the optical phenomena that I found in my thin sections. Several grains
displayed it. Instead of the mineral grain going dark all at once a wave of darkness will move across the
grain as it is rotated by turning the stage of the microscope. This wave of darkness indicates that the
mineral has been changed by the shock of the impact. Undulatory extinction can not, however, be used as
diagnostic of impact since it can be caused by terrestrial processes. But it is an indicator of about 5-10
Gpa of pressure. The yellow grain seen in the accompanying video is perhaps showing some additional
features. Several of the grains I found in the Ries suevite showed a dark band that moved across the grain.
This is typical of undulatory extinction. The changing shadow seen in the video is broader, and though it
shows as a band at the upper right edge of the crystal, it has some blotchiness about it. The shadow moves
not just laterally but from the center outward also. In the 1960’s as preparations to study Moon rocks were
being made the term “Mosaic Undulatory Extinction” was in use. It was a higher shock effect than just
Undulatory Extinction but not as high as Mosaic Extinction. I have not seen this mixed intermediate term
used in more modern research writing. But it may well describe what is seen in my video. It seems to be a
borderline visual effect, both blotchy as mosaicism and moving laterally across the crystal grain as
undulatory extinction.
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This is a detail of the grain shown in the video above that offers a somewhat better look at the parallel
fractures in the crystal.

Mosaic Extinction is also an optical property that is seen in some of the mineral grains from my Ries
suevite slides. It was also seen in a clast from one of my Rochechouart slides. A still image of that clast is
shown below. Dark patches of mosaicism can be seen.
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The blue mineral crystal at the ten o’clock position shows dark patches as does the green crystal along its
left edge and in two other smaller areas. Here my microscope begins to let me down as there are some
parallel fracture features. However, they do not photograph well. They can be seen a little in the tan and
pink crystal at ten o’clock next to the dark blue crystal. The fine parallel fractures can also be seen in the
tan colored small crystal at the bottom right corner.

Another image showing mosaicism and parallel fracturing is shown next from a slide of gray Ries suevite.
Dark areas and parallel fracturing are actually quite visible in the image especially in the split lavender
colored crystal at the top left. Mosaicism is an indication of higher shock but still not extreme. It is a feature
that forms at pressures exceeding about 10 GPa (Carter & Officer, 1989). The fading of interference colors
under polarized light is another observed shock feature. I can not say that is the cause of the pale lavender
color and generally washed out colors of the image since I am not under fine enough control of the
thickness of my thin sections and polarization colors change some with thickness. But such a pale lavender
pink is the color that shocked grains can display.
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Before leaving the thin section portion of this article, I wanted to offer one more image. It is of two tiny
grains of mineral with striking colors. The meaning of the bands, zones, and fringes was inconclusive for me
as I read through the materials written about them, and no image showing the features was well described
in the literature I found. Some spoke of such features being the result of partial melting and others blamed
shock. But in impact crater rocks it is impossible for this writer to separate the heat from the shock. The
tremendous pressure is generating both effects. Once again I wish I knew more.
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While the surviving mineral grains and clusters of grains showed weak shock as undulatory extinction and
moderate shock with mosaicism it must be remembered that they are embedded in thin sections of rock that
are dark nearly everywhere because the remainder of the slide is opaque melt and isotropic glass. It shows
no colors when placed between polarizing filters. The glass is not mineral at all in the strictest sense being
amorphous. But, the fact that nothing shows under polarized light does not lessen the real importance of the
melt. Where the mineral grains I found were at most only moderately shocked or maybe more if it is actual
Planar Deformation Features (PDFs) being seen in the one lavender crystal shown above. The melt and
glass are near the highest levels of shock being completely melted material. And where nothing shows in
polarized light regarding the melt a great exciting world is seen in regular light.
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Above are two sliced surfaces of glassy impact melt from the 14-kilometer Zhamanshin Crater in
Kazakhstan. There is a wide variety of color combinations in the Zhamanshin glassy melt. As shown in
these pieces it is often flowing rivers of one color sandwiched between other rivers of differing color. But
the material is very light. It often feels lighter in weight than pumice of equal size. The images express more
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clearly than I can the fact that this material formed from a bubbly mass of totally melted rock. There are no
visible clasts of any unmelted material. The black glass irghizites that are found at the crater seem not to be
embedded in this material as with black glass in the gray suevite from Ries.

There is often seen a sort of stratification in the Zhamanshin glass. It is seen in both these specimens. One
edge will be nearly solid with few and tiny (almost microscopic) bubbles. But moving across the specimen,
the bubbles will gradually increase in size to very large bubbles. It has all the appearance of being a poorly
mixed series of flows of liquid rock full of gas. The bubbles attempted to migrate to the surface merging and
enlarging but ultimately being trapped when the rock cooled, freezing them where they were. Maybe this
impression is not correct, but it explains the features seen in many samples.

Some of the impact melt breccias in my collection are pale unexciting rocks with light colors and few clasts
of target rock. Some are masses of clasts with little melt. Others are beautiful mixes of dense richly varied
breccia containing only pockets of melt. The Popigai breccia and Kara breccia showed below are for this
writer the most interesting visually. Unfortunately, I do not have pieces suited to making thin sections, and I
am not ready to sacrifice any of my slices that were acquired by friends that visited the sites. But the
following images will give the reader an idea of how much more interesting the material is than some of the
other craters.

The image above is a slice of breccia from the 90-kilometer Popigai Crater in Russia. Popigai has been in
the news the last few years because of the trillions of diamonds created by the impact. The impact breccia
comes in a variety of colors and textures. Some Popigai rock is quite light, and porous other is harder, but
all seem rich in clasts of many target rocks. Making this material much more the polymict type it should be
and for this writer exciting to study.
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The two images above are of impact melt breccia from the Kara Crater, Russia. Kara is 65 kilometers in
diameter and like Popigai formed breccia from a mix of target rocks. The one image shows breccia similar
to the other piece along two edges but has a large pocket of interesting melt. The layers in the melt are
colorful and thin with intricate details.
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Where Popigai showed more clasts and many different types of clasts by comparison to the Chassenon,
for example, the Kara material takes the trend even further. The clasts in Kara breccia are packed tightly
and often locked together with little space for any melt between clasts. The sharpness of the lines, corners,
and angles of the Kara breccia is striking. There is often a soft roundness to the clasts in some of the
breccias. There is a real freshly broken clean, sharp edge appearance to Kara breccia. As a comparison, I
offer the last breccia for this article.

Ilyinets Crater in the Ukraine is an 8.5-kilometer crater thus the smallest of the ones sampled this time
around. It is interesting material and also an impact into mixed target rock. It is mostly melt with some
pieces having only tiny clasts. Some pieces of Ilyinets breccia are vesicular with vugs of good size, others
are more solid with either no vugs or a handful that are tiny. A few pieces show clasts that are large. The
material is among the least colorful in my collection. White, cream, tan, light pinkish brown with a few darker
red brown clasts are about as dramatic as the color range gets. But the material is interesting under the
microscope. Some of the large clasts show fine line striations running along their length.
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There are so many different rocks associated with craters that one could collect them endlessly. I have not
discussed the shattercones, the impactites, the microtektites, the larger tektites, the impact spherules, the
flädles, or the embedded fossils that are found at craters. Guess that is material for future articles when in a
couple of years I make my way back around to crater rocks.

Just because I can not resist I am going to include an image of the recent total solar eclipse that my wife
and I enjoyed in Casper, Wyoming. We drove 8.5 hours from Kansas (we had planned to just jump across
to Nebraska) to avoid bad weather and set up in a hotel parking lot. We both got wonderful images and saw
our first total eclipse.
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Bob’s Bulletin – Vol. 3 No. 1
Robert Verish

A newsletter for unclassified meteorites found in the USA.

In all of my previous Bob’s Bulletins, I prefaced each one with an explanation of what I mean by the phrase
“orphaned-meteorites from the USA”. I defined “orphaned” as being meteorite “finds” that are recovered in
the U.S., but are not being recorded. Contrary to what you may think, these meteorites are being reported,
but the finders of these meteorites have encountered resistance in getting provisional numbers assigned to
their finds, even when the (obvious) meteorites were recovered from officially designated “Dense Collection
Areas” (DCA). These meteorites are being ignored. This is in addition to the current practice by the official
classifiers of meteorites to refuse to classify Ordinary Chondrites (OC). Without an “official” classification,
meteorites cannot get an officially-approved name by the Nomenclature Committee of the Meteoritical
Society, and hence, cannot be cataloged. And hence, uncatalogued meteorites are “orphaned”.

Unfortunately, the vast majority of new U.S. finds are destined to remain orphans.

In my preface I would go on to explain that these “Unclassified U.S. finds” (UU) were being orphaned from
the family of “approved” meteorites for the following reasons:

1) The lack of funding for U.S. researchers to authenticate, classify, and document/record these U.S. OC
finds has resulted in several new [negative]; trends.

2) The increasing trend of commercializing the classification of meteorites by U.S. researchers has priced
U.S. OC finds out of the market, and

3) The increasing trend of U.S. researchers to turn away OC finds, even when finders of U.S. OC
meteorites are willing to pay for their classification.

This month’s edition of the “Bulletin” focuses on just the most recent US finds that I have had the privilege
to record. *** Note: None of the meteorites depicted in this month’s article were found by me. *** So, even
though most of these images were taken by me, the following meteorites were found by Mark Bittmann,
Richard Garcia, and Mike Mulgrew. All of them were found in the same DCA. All of these finds depicted here
were refused assignment of a provisional number. So, that is why, in this Bulletin/Newsletter, I am
commencing with the assignment of provisional “UU” numbers for all U.S. OC finds that I can personally
authenticate. Although I have personal knowledge of, or have been informed about, many other recent U.S.
finds, if I cannot personally confirm their recovery data, then those meteorites won’t appear here in this
Bulletin.
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And so, consider the meteorites depicted here to be just the tip of the iceberg.

And therein lays the problem. There continues to be a large number of U.S. meteorites being found, and the
list of those going unreported is growing longer.

This month’s finds, being nearly all equilibrated ordinary chondrites (and not being in my possession), I will
forego the “Petrographic Description” until sometime later. And since nearly all of the specimens are
moderately-weathered externally, I will also forego the “Macroscopic Description” until later, as well.
I hope the reader will enjoy the image gallery.

Many U.S. meteorite finds are going unreported, because of a lack of funding to classify U.S. meteorites
(granted, there is funding for Antarctic meteorites), which leads to a lack of interest in OC finds by U.S.
researchers. The following “Newsletter” is just one example of an alternative way in which to record U.S.
OC meteorite finds. My method of assigning “Provisional Numbers”, which uses the date-of-find, is
“purposefully-unofficial”, meaning that it actually encourages other meteorite finders (who have gone to the
trouble to get their finds authenticated, but have had the door closed in their face when trying to get a
provisional number, let alone a classification for their O.C.) to assign their own Prov. UU#s. It won’t
compromise or harm my numbering sequence. It won’t make your find any more, or less, a meteorite. The
same could be said about the finds depicted in this Newsletter, but it just might get your find “through the
door” of a classifier, because there is no such thing as bad-advertising. So if you think it would help to have
your “U.U.O.C.” depicted in a future Newsletter, just contact me.

It is my hope that this compilation will bring attention to the problem of the increasing number of meteorites
found here in the USA, not only going unclassified, but also going unrecorded. Hopefully, some form of
“crowd-funding” could help establish an on-line database that will document these “orphans”.

Newsletter for Unclassified (a.k.a., Orphaned) Meteorites found in the USA – Volume
3 No. 1 — September 2017

Meteorite-Recovery Information
All sixteen (16) stones were recovered from the same dry lake (all 16 coordinates were GPS
recorded) by three (3) volunteers.

Petrographic Descriptions
All 16 stones appear to be equilibrated Ordinary Chondrites of varied weathering grade. Five (5)
stones were sampled and thin-sectioned (Class: TBD). Specimen “UU141220” may be
unequilibrated.

Due to the on-going recovery of meteorite finds from not only this one locality, but many others, this edition
of the Newsletter is going to forego (until a later time) the publishing of “Recovery Information” (redacted)
and “Petrographic Descriptions” (TBD) that usually appears here. For now, what will appear here will be a
gallery of images of the finds to include their in-situ photos.

*** Note: The following meteorites in this month’s Newsletter were not found by this author, but by three (3)
other people, Mark Bittmann, Richard Garcia, and Mike Mulgrew. ***

Image of the TWELVE Meteorites found by Mark Bittmann — all from the same locality:



To see the above Bittmann finds in chronological order by “find date” – click HERE for .PDF file

Images of the TWO Meteorites found by Michael Mulgrew — from this same locality:
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Above is the in-situ image for Provisional Number “UU140923” — Photo courtesy M. Mulgrew (2014).
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Above is the in-situ image for Michael’s other find (both from this same locality) with Provisional Number
“UU141001”.
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Above is the image of “UU141001” after being cut, showing the equilibrated-chondrite interior. Photo
courtesy M. Mulgrew (2014).

Images of the TWO Meteorites found by Richard Garcia — from this same locality:

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/september/CA141001Mulgrew-cut.jpg


Above is the in-situ image for Richard’s first find (assigned Provisional Number “UU140726B”) — Image
courtesy Richard Garcia (2014).

Above is another image of Richard’s first find (15.8g) from this locality. Image courtesy Richard Garcia
(2014).

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/september/UU140726B-196-in-situ-R_Garcia.jpg
https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/september/UU140726B-200-15_8g-R_Garcia.jpg


Above is the in-situ image for Richard Garcia’s other find (both from this same locality) with Provisional
Number “UU140819”. Image courtesy Richard Garcia (2014).

Gallery of Images of Unclassified USA (UU) “Orphaned” Meteorites — from a single
California dry lake:

PROVISIONAL # — Field ID No. — Mass — Notes: each stone has had its GPS coordinates
recorded. UU140705A — CA140705A — 2.0g — physically-paired to UU150110 UU140705B —
CA140705B — 8.25g — sample cut & thin-section UU140719 — CA140719 — 8.9g — sample cut &
thin-section UU140726 — CA140726 — 4.7g UU140726B — CA140726 — 15.8g — found by Richard
Garcia UU140819 — CA140913A — 1.2g — found by Richard Garcia UU140913A — CA140913A —
5.2g UU140913B — CA140913B — 3.4g UU140919 — CA140919 — 5.9g UU140923 — CA140923
— 8.9g — found by Michael Mulgrew UU141001 — CA141001 — 8.9g — found by Michael Mulgrew
UU141220 — CA141220 — 2.6g — sample cut & thin-section UU141227 — CA141227 — 1.9g
UU150103 — CA150103 –11.6g — physically-paired to UU151228 UU150110 — CA150110 — 2.8g
— sample cut & thin-section — physically-paired to UU140705A UU151228 — CA151228 — 1.9g —
sample cut & thin-section — physically-paired to UU150103

Photo Gallery of the FIVE-sampled Mark Bittmann meteorite finds — from this locality — THIN-
SECTIONS:

UU140705B:

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/september/UU140819-201-1_2g-in-situ-R_Garcia.jpg
https://www.meteorite-times.com/#02
https://www.meteorite-times.com/#03
https://www.meteorite-times.com/#08
https://www.meteorite-times.com/#11
https://www.meteorite-times.com/#12


https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/september/02-029pl_polar.jpg
https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/september/02-126x_polar.jpg


UU140719:

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/september/02-941x_polar.jpg


https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/september/03-403ts.jpg


https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/september/03-058x_pol-10x.jpg
https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/september/03-627x_pol.jpg


UU141220:

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/september/08-622pl_pol-10x.jpg


https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/september/08-733x_pol-10x.jpg


UU150110:

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/september/08-UU141220.jpg


https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/september/MB-01B622cu.jpg
https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/september/MB-01B328cu.jpg


UU151128:

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/september/01B-UU150110.jpg
https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/september/10B-1.jpg


https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/september/10B-652.jpg


https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/september/10B-803.jpg


The above “Newsletter” is just one example of a way in which to record U.S. Unclassified Ordinary
Chondrite (UUOC) meteorite finds. Hopefully, this compilation will bring attention to the problem of the
increasing number of O.C. meteorites found here in the USA, not only going unclassified, but even going
unreported. Hopefully, some volunteers will offer to help establish a database that will document these
“orphans”.

In the meanwhile, I will do my part and continue to gather data, and along with others, make a list of what
we know to be “orphaned meteorites”.

References:

Bob’s Bulletin – Vol. 2 No. 3 — In my 7th Bulletin, I published a table of six (6) “Provisional (UU) Numbers”
(for Unclassified U.S. meteorites) that I assigned to some recent finds:

UU160428-14 UU160428-15 UU160428-16 UU160428-17 UU160428-18 UU160428-19

*** Note: All of these meteorites were found by one person (not this author) – all in one day. ***

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/september/10B-851.jpg
http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2016/may16.htm
http://www.meteorite-times.com/bobs-findings/bobs-bulletin-vol-2-no-3/
https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/september/UU160428-14.jpg
https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/september/UUmaybeCP10.jpg
https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/september/UU160428-16c.jpg
https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/september/UU160428-17.jpg
https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/september/UU160428-18b.jpg
https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/september/UU160428-19b.jpg


Bob’s Bulletin – Vol. 2 No. 2 — In my 6th Bulletin, I published a table of the increasing number of
unclassified U.S. meteorite finds and petitioned that crowd-sourced funding be used for volunteers to
compile and record these finds for later classification and official-approval, until such time that this function
can be properly funded with U.S tax-dollars.

Bob’s Bulletin – Vol. 2 No. 1 — In my 5th Bulletin, I published a table of all the unclassified finds from
Coyote Dry Lake DCA that were reported prior to 2007.

Bob’s Bulletin – Vol. 1 No. 4 — In my 4th Bulletin, I reported that several U.S. researchers were
volunteering their time and effort to record and publish meteorite falls and finds, such as, Creston and
Misfits Flat. I suggested that this method of cataloging newly found US meteorite specimens could be
expanded, but the main hindrance is that there is no funding for this kind of effort.

Bob’s Bulletin – Vol. 1 No. 3 — In my 3rd Bulletin, I proposed the idea of an on-line database for these
“orphaned” and other unclassified U.S. meteorites. This would have to be an all-volunteer effort, much in the
same manner that the American Meteor Society has established the Fireball Reporting System. This
database would give finders a central point to report their finds and have a field ID number issued to them.
This “Field ID” would reflect which US state and date of find. The function of this database should not be
confused with already established processes of getting a meteorite “classified”, which is obviously way
more labor intensive and costly.

Bob’s Bulletin – Vol. 1 No. 2 — In my 2nd Bulletin, I went into more detail about why I use the phrase
“orphaned-meteorites from the USA”. I focused on the lack of U.S.-tax-dollar-funding and why no funding
was going towards the classification of these particular meteorites. In hindsight, I now realize that I should
have pointed-out that there is also a lack of funding for just authenticating and recording that a U.S.
meteorite has been found. This function should never be confused with “classifying” a meteorite, which is
obviously way more labor intensive and costly.

Bob’s Bulletin – Vol. 1 No. 1 — In my first Bulletin, I introduced the phrase “orphaned-meteorites from the
USA”. I defined these “orphans” as being unwitnessed-fall Ordinary Chondrite (OC) meteorite “finds” that
are recovered in the U.S.

Unfortunately, the vast majority of U.S. finds are of this type. I went on to write that these U.S. finds were
being orphaned from the family of “approved” meteorites for the following reasons:

1) The lack of funding for U.S. researchers to authenticate, classify, and document/record these U.S. OC
finds has resulted in several new [negative]; trends.

2) The increasing trend of commercializing the classifying of meteorites by U.S. researchers has priced
U.S. OC finds out of the market, and

3) The increasing trend of U.S. researchers to turn away OC finds, even when finders of U.S. OC
meteorites are willing to pay for their classification.

Meteoritical Bulletin: the search results for all provisional meteorites found in “USA” – Published by
Meteoritical Society – Meteoritical Bulletin, Database.

Meteorites of California the list of formally-recognized California meteorite falls and finds.

My previous Bob’s Bulletins can be found *HERE*

If you would like to sponsor any of these orphans, and help in the funding for getting them classified, in order to
get them entered into the Meteoritical Bulletin Database, then please contact me by email:

bolidechaser at yahoo-dot-com

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2016/may16.htm
http://www.meteorite-times.com/bobs-findings/bobs-bulletin-vol-2-no-2/
http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2016/jan16.htm
http://www.meteorite-times.com/bobs-findings/bobs-bulletin-vol-2-no-1/
http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2015/nov15.htm
http://www.meteorite-times.com/bobs-findings/bobs-bulletin-vol-1-no-4/
http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2015/sep15.htm
http://www.meteorite-times.com/bobs-findings/bobs-bulletin-vol-1-no-3-a-newsletter-for-orphaned-meteorites-from-the-usa/
http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2015/mar15.htm
http://www.meteorite-times.com/bobs-findings/bobs-bulletin-vol-1-no-2/
http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2015/jan15.htm
http://www.meteorite-times.com/bobs-findings/bobs-bulletin-a-newsletter-for-orphaned-meteorites-from-the-usa/
http://www.lpi.usra.edu/meteor/metbull.php?sea=&sfor=names&ants=&falls=&valids=&stype=contains&lrec=500&map=ge&browse=&country=United+States&srt=name&categ=All&mblist=All&rect=&phot=&snew=0&pnt=Provisional&dr=&page=0
http://californiameteorites.com/
https://www.meteorite-times.com/category/bobs-findings/
mailto:bolidechaser@yahoo.com
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NWA 5000 Lunar Melt Veins
John Kashuba

I was given thirteen NWA 5000 Lunar (feldspathic breccia) thin sections to photograph. Each section has
melt rock that merits attention. In some it appears as small puddles but in most it appears as veins, some
traversing the full width of the sample. Of course thin sections are just that – thin (virtually two dimensional)
sections taken from a three dimensional rock. What we call veins are portions cut from sheets of melt within
the rock and the puddles are likely portions of tubular passages within the rock through which melt was
forced.

The melt rock solidified before it could crystallize so it is glass. Consequently it appears black when viewed
in cross-polarized light. I took these photos with the top and bottom polarizing filters only partially crossed –
and by different amounts. We get the feeling that the glass had been flowing when it froze. Visual clues are
alignments of included solids, alignments of bubbles, deformed bubbles and the appearance of ripples which
are probably density differences in the glass.

In some images we sense a distinct direction of flow. Still, we should remember that in the three
dimensional world there also might have been a flow vector, large or small, away from the viewer or toward
him in each case.

 

https://www.meteorite-times.com
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Norm’s Tektite Teasers:  Ries Glass Ballistic Blobs and their World 

By Norm Lehrman (www.TektiteSource.com) 

 

 

In western Bavaria there is a broad, circular, low-relief basin some 24 km in diameter that is home to a 

story-book perfect village dating to medieval times. Appropriately, the village of Nordlingen, with wall 

and moat, is also circular. 

At the center of town stands an ancient cathedral with a magnificent 

90m steeple, all built of stone blocks quarried nearby.  The stone was 

understood to be a welded volcanic ash, and the great Ries depression 

itself was also interpreted to be of volcanic origin. 

Until 1960 that is,  when Eugene Shoemaker and Edward Chou visited 

the church and experienced an epiphany: these stone blocks were not 

welded volcanic ash.  They were once incandescent fallout from a 

meteorite impact fireball that left a crater some 24 km (15 mi) in 

diameter!  Ries was finally recognized as a meteorite crater.  It  has 

subsequently been dated to about 14 million years.     

It encountered earth as a binary (or more?)  bolide.  About 42 kms (26 miles) WSW of the 24 km Ries 

crater is a much smaller coeval 3.8 km diameter crater, called Steinheim.  There were two  asteroidal  

fragments traveling in close formation.  Lithographic limestones in that area once offered  shatter cone 

specimens of highest quality. 

Figure 1  : A block of Ries Suevite 
cut from a cathedral stone 
salvaged during renovations. 

http://www.tektitesource.com/


Scars of mechanical shock spraying into the 

earth, shatter cones are one of the most 

visual lines of evidence for impact found at deeper 

levels in the target bedrock. 

Stratigraphically, the first impact ejecta deposited in 

or around the crater was a  colorful polymictic breccia 

consisting of shattered fragments of mostly Triassic 

and Jurassic marine lithologies that constituted the 

local country rock at the time of the event.  This is 

termed the Bunte Breccia. 

The Bunte Breccias give the impression of a largely 

mechanical cratering event at the beginning, without 

any obvious glassy components or signs of thermal 

welding. 

But then, things changed.  The sintered ash of the 

impact inferno that dug deep into the earth began to 

rain down.  Vesiculated cinders, rock flour, and blobs 

of semi-molten glass---the stars of this episode---

largely filled the crater and mantled the landscape for 

many tens of kms outwards. The welded impact ash 

breccias have come to be known as “suevite” 

(SWAYvite).  A characteristic  component of the suevite 

are the embedded glass “bombs” (with reference to 

volcanic analogs).   

The glass bombs are of two main  sorts, termed the 

grey- and black- Ries impact melts. The grays are much 

Figure 2: A pair of world-class Steinheim shatter cones. Note 
the fractal character of the horse-tails. 

Figure 3: Bunte polymictic breccia found in basal ejecta 
deposits as much as 50 km from the crater center. 

Figure 4: Rare black glass bomb in suevite matrix. The 
suevite consists of rock flour and glassy cinders.  It largely 
fills the crater and sharply overlies the Bunte Breccia in 
the ejecta ring. 



more abundant and larger, but the name 

gives the wrong impression.  The glass 

appears (and is outwardly,)  gray due  in 

large part to a creamy-colored film or thin 

crust that coats every old surface including 

the interior walls of gas vesicles.  I suppose 

this to be a hydration rind like that used to 

date obsidian artifacts times fourteen 

million years.  The bombs weather out 

cleanly, quite free off any welded 

adhesions.  The upper surface is deeply 

featured, with high-relief folds and 

complex collapsed bubble flaps.  There are 

common examples of splits in a once rigid 

skin with taffy-like stretch marks, similar 

to Nininger’s famous “stretch tektites”. 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Ries gray impact bomb showing gooey taffy-like stretch lineation  
in a folded edge, stretched and broken by impact  into the seuvite ash. 

 

Figure 5.: Ries crater impact glass bombs, “ flaedle” . Upper surfaces. 



 

 

 
Figure 7: Ries black glass is reportedly rare, and  is truly different (by degree, at least) from  
the gray.  The shaded region along the lower right edge represents full thickness (about 2 cm)  
on a "flaedle" (pancake)-like sheet.  

 

In this tour of proximal Ries impact products, something is conspicuous by its absence.  Green glass.  

Ries is the poster-child prime example of an impact coeval with a tektite fall 300 to 600 km away.  

Moldavites. 

As you may know from my previous articles, when I see Muong Nong-type tektites (and there are some 

good ones found in the Czech Republic), I hear airburst alarms sounding loud. BUT, as for moldavites, 

the most popular party line is that they consist of instantly fused clays and sands entrained in plasma 

jets squirting like torches from the final closing gap between earth and meteor. All the other Ries 

impactites are derived from deeper rocks in the cratering process. 

Maybe we could meet half-way. We already know that the bolide was at least , binary, given Ries and 

Steinheim craters.  Why not consider a threesome, with an aerial burst  over the Moldau River country?  

This would relieve the angst amongst geoscientists struggling to find a way to squirt tektites 300 to 600 

kms from a hypothetical surficial source material obliterated completely (and conveniently) by impact.  

Wouldn’t it be ironic to find a connection between Shoemaker (of Shoemaker-Levy vs. Jupiter fame, 

where a lengthy string of cometary fragments were observed impacting Jupiter sequentially) and a 

multiple impact feature in Europe, first understood to be meteoritic by Shoemaker himself? 

There is an attractive symmetry to the story. 

 



 

Figure 8: Moldavite: Another Ries glass or not? Long considered, and generally accepted to be a distal impact glass of the 
Ries cratering event, this may or may not be true.  Here, an old collection of fine Besednice Moldavites that may have 
squirted 400 kms from Ries----or not.  In any case, they are likely products of the same cosmic event. 

 

Be sure and check out Bob Verish’s article describing  search for flaedle at Ries: https://www.meteorite-

times.com/bobs-findings/hunting-for-fladle-at-ries-crater/ 
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Dr. Arthur J. Ehlmann 1928―2017
Anne Black

Photo courtesy of TCU.

On August 28, 2017, the meteorite world, Texas Christian University, his former students and his many
friends celebrated the life of Dr. Arthur Ehlmann, a kind giant of a man, a man who called Texas Christian
University home for 60 years.

People from all walks of life, academics, business people, former students and others came to honor him
and to thank him for the influence he had on their lives.

https://www.meteorite-times.com
https://www.meteorite-times.com/articles/dr-arthur-j-ehlmann-1928-2017/
https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/september/art-portrait.jpg


Left to right: Rhiannon Rose (TCU), Steven Singletary (UNC), Tim McCoy (Smithsonian), Philip Mani. Photo
by Ann Karol.

Teaching was his first calling and the one most important to him. The campus of TCU was a place where he
could be himself, encouraging people to learn, helping them to be their best with empathy and his enormous
knowledge.

Denise Stone, a former student, said it well: He valued education and made teaching others his lifelong
work. He called it “fighting ignorance and superstition”. He said, “People that are educated soak up all kinds
of knowledge whether it’s on a test or not and whether they find it of immediate value or not.” His name in
the geology department was “the King,” a name that suited him well.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/september/memorial-Phil.jpg


Photo courtesy of TCU.

Education was so important to him that even after his retirement, at age 80, he volunteered to teach GED
classes to people who, as he told me, “had a difficult start in life.”

And in his own kind way he is still doing it.

From the Memorial program. Photo by Ann Karol

His other great interest was geology. He loved rocks. After he met Oscar Monnig, meteorites became his
favorite rocks and with the help of his long-time friend David New, he turned Mr. Monnig’s collection into
one of the largest collections in an institution.

He never tired of looking at the new rocks being brought to him in his office. And even though only 3 out of
the hundreds he examined turned out to be real meteorites, he was happy and excited every time.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/september/art-poster.jpg
https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/september/gifts.jpg


Oscar Monnig. Photo by author.

David New circa 1992. Courtesy D. New.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/september/O-Monnig.jpg
https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/september/David-New1992.jpg


He enjoyed going to mineral shows and often went to the Tucson Show. He loved to explore show rooms
and displays, to discover new meteorites and to discuss meteorites with collectors and dealers.

I am one of those dealers and I still remember my first visit to Fort Worth and Art’s office. He wished aloud
that I would find a buyer for one of the large masses of Travis under his desk, just so he could finally put his
feet under his desk. I remember his gentle questioning as to why I wanted one specimen rather than
another. I was green then, so new at this that I did not realize until much later that he was quietly teaching
me how to think through and plan a trade with an institution. Thank you, Art.

Photo by Ann Karol.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/september/lacienega.jpg


Photo by Ann Karol.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/september/leedey.jpg


Photo by Ann Karol.
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Clarendon. Photo by Rhiannon Rose.

On Saturday August 19, Art rode his bicycle, as always, from home to meet friends for lunch at TCU, and to
see the large mass of Clarendon, the latest meteorite being added to the Monnig Collection. They had their
usual lively conversation about minerals and meteorites near the Gallery.

Then Art collapsed.

We lost a King and a very gentle man.

Photo by Ann Karol

Anne Black
With sincere thanks to Denise Stone, Ann Karol and Dorothy Norton Kashuba.
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Seymchan Meteorite
Paul Harris

Our Meteorite of the Month is kindly provided by Tucson Meteorites who hosts
The Meteorite Picture of the Day.

Seymchan Meteorite contributed by Mike Miller, IMCA 2232 – Photo by Ashley Miller.

https://www.meteorite-times.com
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A Partial Australite Button
Paul Harris
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Once a few decades ago this opening 

was a framed window in the wall 

of H. H. Nininger's Home and 

Museum building. From this 

window he must have many times 

pondered the mysteries of 

Meteor Crater seen in the distance. 
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